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This work is part of the interlaboratory collaboration to study the stability of organic solar
cells containing PCDTBT polymer as a donor material. The varieties of the OPV devices with
different device architectures, electrode materials, encapsulation, and device dimensions were
prepared by seven research laboratories. Sets of identical devices were aged according to four
different protocols: shelf lifetime, laboratory weathering under simulated illumination at
ambient temperature, laboratory weathering under simulated illumination, and elevated
temperature (65 °C) and daylight outdoor weathering under sunlight. The results generated in
this study allow us to outline several general conclusions related to PCDTBT-based bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells. The results herein reported can be considered as practical
guidance for the realization of stabilization approaches in BHJ solar cells containing
PCDTBT.
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic photovoltaics represent an attractive
solar energy technology, which allows fabrication
of light-weight, mechanically flexible, environmentally
benign, and semitransparent modules through low cost
processes.1,2 These advantages result from the unique
characteristics of the organic semiconductors used for the
photo-active layer, these being typically conjugated
electron-donor polymers or small molecules in combina-
tion with electron-accepting small molecules, as soluble
fullerenes, that can be deposited from solutions by
printing and coating techniques (e.g., slot die and ink-
jet).3 Today, the most efficient organic solar cells (OSCs)
have already reached power conversion efficiencies
(PCEs) over 13% thereby well exceeding a 10% thresh-
old which is considered satisfactory for mass produc-
tion.4–6 This impressive development in cell performance
was mainly due to significant efforts on the design of
organic semiconductors, both of new donor polymers and
of new nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs), exhibiting a broad
solar absorption spectrum and tuned energy levels.6,7 The
recent remarkable progress of PCEs of single junction
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells surpassing 13%6
was accomplished by a synergistic molecular optimiza-
tion of a polymer donor and a NFA (ITIC), via
fluorination, that caused higher absorption coefficients
in both components and a down-shift of the molecular
energy levels, such that open-circuit voltages remained
high. However, although a high number of new polymers
providing high PCEs were already reported, most do not
meet the key requirements for the successful commer-
cialization of OSCs—high efficiency combined with
longtime stability and low-cost production. PCDTBT,
a carbazole-based copolymer (poly[N-99-heptadecanyl-
2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(49,79-di-2-thienyl-29,19,39-benzo-
thiadiazole)]) (Fig. 1) is the second most investigated
polymer for BHJ solar cells after poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT). BHJ solar cells based on PCDTBT can reach an
open-circuit voltage (Voc) of ;0.90 V and a PCE of up to
7.5%.8 Peters et al.9 have reported on PCDTBT:PC70BM
solar cells with an estimated lifetime approaching seven
years, which is the longest reported lifetime for a polymer-
based solar cell, and approximately twice that of the well-
studied P3HT:PC60BM system. However, in a different
study, optimized P3HT:PC60BM cells cast from dichloro-
benzene demonstrated much lower burn-in than cells made
of blends with other less crystalline polymers, as
PCDTBT.10 The higher stability of such P3HT:PC60BM
a)Address all correspondence to this author.
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cells was attributed to a three-phase morphology compris-
ing pure fullerene domains, where charge extraction and
PV efficiency are favored. Still, blends with the more
amorphous polymers proved to have less fullerene dimers,
which was suggested to result from a better intermixing in
the polymer:PCBM blends and consequent geometrical
impediments of fullerene monomers to being in close
proximity and reacting.11 Other studies12 also reported on
the suppression of burn-in in cells of P3HT upon replacing
PC60BM with a NFA, IDTBR. In such a system, it was
suggested that together with the absence of light-induced
dimerization of the acceptor, the crystalline character of
P3HT and its peculiar intermixing with IDTBR lead to
a blend morphology less prone to light-induced traps and
associated losses. These studies show that while the
crystallinity of P3HT is relevant, and the mixing thermo-
dynamics involved in each specific blend plays a crucial
role in the stability of the cells. Nonetheless, the difference
in behavior of the solar cells containing the two polymers,
P3HT or PCDTBT, is attributed mainly to the semi-
crystalline nature of P3HT in contrast to the more
amorphous nature of PCDTBT.10
Thus, in view of the reported results on increased
device stability and efficiencies, PCDTBT has been in the
focus of many research groups as one of the most
promising donor polymers for BHJ cells. Several differ-
ent parameters have been reported to be able to influence
the stability of cells based on PCDTBT. Morphological
stability was determined as a key requirement for long
operation of solar cells. In contrast to P3HT:PCBM-
based solar cells, which require thermal annealing to
achieve their highest efficiency, PCDTBT-based solar
cells perform better as-cast without any heat treatment.
As reported by Synooka et al.,13 thermal annealing of
PCDTBT:PC70BM blends above 140 °C leads to an
increase of the density of defect states, which may act as
carrier traps. Increasing the annealing temperature dis-
turbs the charge carrier extraction and leads to the
formation of a PCDTBT wetting layer on top of
PCBM-enriched blend layer, resulting in a considerable
decrease of the fill factor in standard architecture devices.
Moreover, Wang et al.14 found that the glass transition
temperature of the PCDTBT:PCBM blend reduces upon
annealing. This observation suggests that the stacking
between PCDTBT conjugated chains is disrupted when
the blend is heated. The reduced stacking was correlated
with the reduced hole mobility measured in the thermally
annealed films. According to Li et al.,15 there is a corre-
lation between the cell architecture and the morpholog-
ical stability of the BHJ blend under thermal stress. It was
found that the stability of PCDTBT:PCBM solar cells
under modest thermal stress is substantially increased in
inverted solar cells employing ZnO substrates compared
to conventional devices employing PEDOT:PSS-covered
substrates. Improved lifetime of devices, in addition to
improved environmental stability against ambient humid-
ity exposure, was correlated with suppression of micro-
and nanoscale morphological degradation by decreased
crystallization of PCBM on ZnO as compared to PEDOT:
PSS.
In addition to morphological instabilities arising from
the presence of the fullerene acceptor, the influence of
the PCDTBT properties have also been investigated. The
effect of the PCDTBT molecular weight on the perfor-
mance of OSCs has been investigated,16,17 and the
results17 revealed that higher molecular weights are
beneficial for the device performance up to a limiting
point, where the polymer solubility causes a reduction of
the PCDTBT concentration in the active layer.16 The
acceptor material also plays a significant role, both in
device performance and long-term stability.18 Beaupré
and Leclerc8 reported that the preferred acceptor for
FIG. 1. Overview of the tested device types and varied active layer parameters, along with the chemical structures of the PCDTBT donor and
fullerene derivative acceptors used.
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PCDTBT-based BHJ solar cells is PC70BM, given its
broader visible light absorption spectrum as compared to
PC60BM. Moreover, according to Mateker et al.,
19 the
stronger tendency of PC60BM to photodimerization,
which detriments the morphological stability and the
lifetime of BHJ solar cells, makes it a less suitable
acceptor in comparison with PC70BM.
Another factor affecting the morphological stability of
BHJ cells was found to be the solvent used for the
photoactive blend deposition.20–22 Alem et al.20 have
demonstrated that PCDTBT:PC70BM films prepared with
chloroform (CF) exhibit larger domains than those pre-
pared with 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB). Fine tuning of
the domain size was achieved by using a mixed solvent of
CF and DCB. In another report from Fang et al.,23 it was
shown that a clearly defined nanoscale phase separation
within the PCDTBT:PC70BM blend can be obtained
when a 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene:CF mixture is used as
the solvent. The resulting morphology is similar to that
produced with pure DCB.
Apart from morphological changes, the photoactive layer
can suffer from photochemical reactions, photocatalytic
processes, and impurity inclusions, such as the metal ions
diffusing from the electrodes.24 Photoinduced reactions in
the active layer leading to the formation of sub-bandgap
states are considered to be the main cause of the so-called
“burn-in” effect.24 An important aspect of the aging process
during burn-in is that it starts rapidly but then it slows down
and appears to stop, suggesting that the reactive species
might have been depleted. Kong et al.25 have demonstrated
long-term stable polymer solar cells with significantly
reduced burn-in loss. By isolating trap-embedded compo-
nents from the pristine photoactive polymers based on the
unimodality of molecular weight distributions, the authors
were able to selectively extract a trap-free, high-molecular-
weight component. The resulting polymer component
exhibited enhanced PCE and long-term stability without
the initial abrupt burn-in degradation.
Besides the number of processes which undergo in
the photoactive layer, the degradation of OSCs can also
occur at the electrodes.24,26 Especially low work func-
tion metals, like aluminum as the electron extracting
contact, and their interfaces with the photoactive layer
were found to be very unstable due to oxidation and
delamination, even under superior sealing conditions.26
To overcome this issue, Roesch et al.26 have incorpo-
rated a solution-processed titanium oxide interlayer
between the photoactive layer and the electron trans-
porting metal. A TiO2/Al bilayer as the electron extract-
ing contact appeared to be very stable, exhibiting
;100 h of lifetime without any sealing and approxi-
mately 18,000 h of extrapolated operation time with
superior glass–glass sealing.
Finally, encapsulation is a valuable method to enhance
the long-term stability of the devices. A long operational
device life-time was extrapolated from a stability study
performed inside of a glovebox,9 while a one-year study
of devices operating under standard working conditions
revealed that degradation of the solar cells is a result of
edge-ingress of water or moisture through the encapsu-
lation.27 The water ingress will greatly depend on
the diffusion coefficient of the device stack materials,
e.g., devices based on PEDOT:PSS are particularly
susceptible to moisture, mainly because of its large water
diffusion coefficient.28
With a number of reports on the stability of BHJ solar
cells based on PCDTBT at hand,29,30 we here combine
the efforts of a high number of researchers working in the
field of OSCs and PCDTBT materials, in particular, to
jointly identify the most critical parameters influencing
the stability of PCDTBT-based BHJ solar cells. Using
data and sample exchange, we were able to investigate
and compare a large number of devices that were stressed
in aging tests using identical conditions for all types of
devices. The results from this interlaboratory study
allowed us to outline several general conclusions related
to PCDTBT-based BHJ solar cells and specific observa-
tions related to the different device architectures and
fabrication/encapsulation procedures used. Noteworthy,
the study helped each involved group to make a self-
critical look onto the device manufacturing process and
facilitated the development of state-of-the-art devices.
The results herein reported can be considered as a prac-
tical guidance for the realization of stabilization
approaches in BHJ solar cells containing PCDTBT.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The research laboratories participating in this study
each have produced at least 10 identical devices, which
have been encapsulated and shipped to the partners for
aging and characterization. The main idea was that BHJ
solar cells should be based on the PCDTBT absorber,
whereas other parameters such as the type of charge
transport layer (CTL), solar cell architecture, encapsula-
tion type, etc. were varied depending on the laboratories
(Fig. 1). In this way, the device producers used the
architectures and materials in which they already had
a solid experience. This guaranteed high efficiency and
reproducibility of the devices, thus giving a high level of
credibility to the performed research. Vice versa, asking
device producers to use identical device architecture and
materials might have given a lower level of credibility, as
these architectures and materials would have been new
for the laboratories and in lack of time-extensive process,
optimization might have resulted in suboptimal devices.
Thus, seven research laboratories produced 10 identi-
cal devices each. With the aim of keeping objectivity, the
names of producers are kept anonymous, and the devices
will be referred to as Type 1, Type 2, . . ., Type 7. The
L. Ciammaruchi et al.: Stability of organic solar cells with PCDTBT donor polymer: An interlaboratory study

















































































































layer structure consists of anode/CTL/PCDTBT:PCBM/
CTL/cathode, as detailed in Table S1 (see the Supple-
mentary Material). Five device structures in this study
have a “standard” layout (Types 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7), and
two have an “inverted” one (Types 2 and 4). Devices are
fabricated on top of ITO-covered glass and are encapsu-
lated using different methods (see Table S1 in the
Supplementary Material). The area of the devices ranged
between 4 mm2 and 3.75 cm2. The typical PCE values of
each device type are shown in Fig. S1 (see the Supple-
mentary Material).
Standard cells use ITO as anode and PEDOT:PSS as
the hole transport layer (HTL). Regarding electron trans-
port layer (ETL) and cathode, Types 1, 3, and 6 use
Ca/Al, Type 5 uses LiF/Al, and Type 7 uses Ca/Ag.
Inverted structures use ITO as cathode and ZnO (Type 2)
or PEIE (Type 4) as the electron extraction layer (EEL).
The anode is Ag and HTL is PEDOT:PSS (Type 2) or
MoO3 (Type 4).
After standard cleaning and drying processes, the
substrates were treated with UV-oxygen plasma for
several minutes (from 3 to 20 min). In standard devices,
PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated and thermally annealed for
several minutes over 100 °C to remove any residual
water. Next, the blend PCDTBT:PCBM prepared in
chlorobenzene or dichlorobenzene was spin-coated on
top of the PEDOT:PSS. Details of the blend ratio,
concentration, and deposition parameters are given in
Table S2 (see the Supplementary Material). The ETL (Ca
or LiF) and cathode (Al or Ag) were thermally evapo-
rated in high vacuum. In inverted devices, the EEL was
spin-coated (PEIE or ZnO) on top of the ITO. The blend
is then spin-coated and dried. In Type 2, PEDOT:PSS is
spin-coated on top of the blend and annealed for 10 min
at 120 °C. The cathode was always thermally evaporated.
In Type 4, both MoO3 and Ag cathodes were thermally
evaporated on top of the blend.
The number of cells available for testing varied from
one PCDTBT producer to another, due to some acciden-
tal cell breakdown, but at least two identical devices per
producer were tested for each aging protocol. We note
here that it was not possible to realize complete tests on
Type 1 and Type 7, due to their sudden failure/break-
down during the series of testing. Therefore, Type 1 will
not appear in the results and will not be discussed any
further, while Type 7 will only appear in two of the aging
protocols performed.
The devices were aged according to 4 different
protocols31:
(i) ISOS-D1: laboratory weathering in the dark at
ambient temperature (shelf lifetime);
(ii) ISOS-L1: laboratory weathering under simulated
illumination at ambient temperature;
(iii) ISOS-L2: laboratory weathering under simulated
illumination and elevated temperature (65 °C);
(iv) Daylight outdoor weathering under sunlight with
measurements under simulated illumination.
All devices were initially characterized at the aging
laboratories before starting the actual degradations, and
time 5 0 was defined as the starting point of each test.
Devices characterized according to the ISOS-D1 protocol
were stored in the dark and monitored weekly for the first
12 weeks, and thereafter with the characterization se-
quence of 5, 4, and 7 weeks. The I–V measurements were
performed under AM1.5G illumination by using a solar
simulator equipped with a xenon lamp and the Keithley
2400 source meter (Tektronix, Cleveland, Ohio). The
aging following ISOS-L1 and ISOS-L2 protocols were
prepared with a home-built stability setup enabling
periodic in situ I–V characterization. The setup consists
of ATLAS KHS 1200 W solar simulator (ATLAS,
Linsengericht, Germany), under which solar cells can
FIG. 2. Lifetime curve defined with the characteristic parameters.
Reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH.35
FIG. 3. T80 parameter of devices (inverted architecture is named
“inv.”) degraded under different stress conditions, correlated with
molecular weight of the PCDTBT. Degradation conditions are denoted
as follows: square for ISOS D1, circle for ISOS L1, triangle for ISOS
L2, and rhombus for daylight outdoor weathering.
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be placed and connected to a computer-controlled source-
measure unit. The automatic periodic I–V characterization
was implemented by multiplexing. For the daylight out-
door degradation experiment, the cells were mounted on
a 30° tilted rack from the horizontal. The intensity was
measured with a calibrated thermopile pyranometer
(Eppley PSP, The Eppley Laboratory Inc., Newport,
Rhode Island) set to the same angle as the cells. This
protocol differs from the ISOS-O1 protocol only by the
fact that the cells were exposed to sunlight only
during daylight (i.e., 6 h per day) until their T80 was
reached, amounting to a total exposure time of ;120 h,
between February 14th and March 30th 2016. The cells
were measured with a solar simulator (AM1.5 class AAA
Newport Oriel Verasol LSH-7520 solar simulator, New-
port Corporation, Irvine, California) and a Keithley 2410
sourcemeter (Tektronix, Cleveland, Ohio). Between the
light hours, the cells were stored in the dark in shelf life
conditions. This was done to inhibit humidity-related
breach/contact oxidation problems during the night. It is
noteworthy to mention that the spectrum measured at
noon time 62–3 h of a cloudless day at Sede Boker (the
Negev desert, Israel, Lat. 30.8°N, Lon. 34.8°E, Alt. 475
m) is nearly identical to the AM 1.5G spectrum. The
details of similar outdoor degradation experiment are
described elsewhere.32,33 Devices under the same condi-
tion were stressed side-by-side. All devices were aged at
Voc.
The devices aged following the ISOS-L1 and ISOS-L2
protocols were characterized before and after aging using
photoluminescence imaging (PLI). The luminescence
imaging is based on the detection of luminescent radia-
tion from a solar cell with a camera. Here, a silicon
charge coupled device camera (Si-CCD, ANDOR iKon-
M, Andor Technology Ltd., Belfast, U.K.) was used
during PLI, and the devices were excited with a blue
solid-state diode array emitting at 470 nm, leading to
efficient photon absorption and exciton formation within
the PCDTBT with subsequent radiative decay. To block
the excitation light of the LED array, a cutoff filter was
FIG. 4. Comparison of long-term PCEs of the different types of devices measured under the four degradation conditions.
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placed in front of the Si-CCD. As the overall lumines-
cence intensities are relatively small, the whole setup was
placed into a light blocking housing.
A. Analysis of the experimental results
Figure 2 collects the main parameters defined as
lifetime markers of a solar cell, as reported earlier.34
T80 is commonly defined as the time when the device is
degraded by 20% from the initial efficiency PCE(T0). Ts
is the starting time of the more stabilized portion of the
efficiency curve, while Ts80 is the time when the
efficiency reaches 80% of its stabilized value [80% of
PCE(Ts)], as shown in Fig. 2. All solar cell parameters
shown in this paper are normalized with respect to their
value at T0.
The efficiency curves were fitted with either a one-
phase (ISOS D1 conditions) or two-phase (ISOS L1, L2,
and O1 conditions) exponential decay function. For
devices with slower decay dynamics, when the Ts80
was not reached within the duration of the measure-
ments, the lifetime markers were extrapolated from the
available data points. Within the same aging test and for
devices comprising more than one pixel, single figures
of merit (f.o.m.) were measured for each pixel and then
averaged for all identical pixels per each time point.
Generally, standard deviations obtained for Type 5 and
Type 6 devices are the widest, with a tendency to
increase even more over the time, which we attribute
to the poorer encapsulation in those device types. In
these cases, the upper edge corresponds to the most
stable device of this type and the lower edge corre-
sponds to less stable device.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the T80 behavior of the tested device as
a function of the molecular weight of the PCDTBT.
Despite the absence of some data points due to the
FIG. 5. Comparison of long-term open circuit voltages of the different types of devices measured under the four degradation conditions (only the
initial 0–100 h are represented).
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mechanical breakdown of devices, the plot reveals some
interesting relationships between the properties of the
donor molecule and the lifetimes of the devices. The
general outcome is that the time in which the devices
reach their T80 point is strongly dependent on the aging
condition, and it is in the order T80(D1) . T80(L1) . T80
(L2) . T80(daylight outdoor). This is true for all tested
device types—inverted and standard architecture—and
regardless of the molecular weight of the polymer or the
type of interlayers implemented.
It has been demonstrated that the molecular weight of
specific donor polymers has an important impact on the
morphology and polymer ordering (p-stacking) of OSC
devices,35–40 but also on the stability of the cells.41 Ding
et al.41 showed that solar cells based on PTB7 with higher
molecular weight were more stable over time and
exhibited better operational stability. Using EPR spec-
troscopy, it was found that the higher molecular weight
polymer samples contained a lower density of radical
species in the material. As shown by Troshin et al., such
radical species might act as deep traps for mobile charge
carriers, therefore diminishing the electrical performance
of the cells.42–44 In Fig. 3, it is also seen that increasing
the molecular weight from 39 to 80 kDa, while main-
taining the same active layer thickness, appeared benefi-
cial for the device stability, as manifested by a longer T80
time. It should also be noted that this result is obtained
despite the calcium-based cathodes used in Type 6, which
is known to be a particularly unstable contact material.45–49
When increasing the molecular weights to 127 kDa,
however, devices having the same standard architecture
(Type 3) show a drop-in device stability. We attribute this
behavior to the thicker Ca layer used in the Type 3 cells.
Moreover, Type 3 cells have thicker active layers, which
could have an impact on the device stability as well.
Therefore, there seems to be an interconnection between
Mw and cell T80 up to a certain threshold value, after
which the excessively high molecular weight may affect
the device stability. When comparing standard versus
inverted device architectures for molecular weights of
FIG. 6. Solar cell parameters of the different device types measured under ISOS D1 conditions (in the dark at room temperature).
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127 kDa, it is clear that the inverted cells outperform the
standard configuration devices, as it has also been
demonstrated for many other material systems in
OSCs.19,50 Such improved stability is mainly due to the
use of high work function cathodes. We point out here
that the T80 parameter utilized for our analysis does not
reflect the overall device reliability but is rather one of the
typical indicators for looking at certain initial dynamics
related to OPV stability. Nevertheless, even by looking at
the stabilized time of the devices against Mw (Fig. S2 in
the Supplementary Material), we do find a similar—even
if less defined—trend, where a [Ts–Mw] optimum seems
to be recognizable. Therefore, we feel confident in
correlating the Mw to the “rate of degradation”
(T80 versus Mw), but also to the time the device gets to
a stabilized value of efficiency (Ts versus Mw), after
which the degradation process proceeds on a much
slower pace.
In Fig. 4, the PCEs of different device types and aging
protocols are plotted as a function of time. Unfortunately,
device failures are found for some of the investigated
cells. This is seen for example at a very early stage for the
Type 4 cell under ISOS-L1 conditions and for Type 5 at
later stages under ISOS-L2 conditions. We ascribe these
failures to mechanical breaks of the encapsulation during
the experiments.
In the following sections, detailed performance
comparisons for the different ISOS degradation con-
ditions will be given. First of all, we note that in some
cases, small increases in PCE are seen at the beginning
of degradation, which result from an increase in Voc. To
emphasize this, in Fig. 5, we plot Voc as a function of
time for the different ISOS degradation conditions. The
small increase is seen for Type 5 devices under all
degradation conditions and for Type 3 devices under
the ISOS-L2 conditions. Such an increase in Voc has
also been observed in previous OSC stability inves-
tigations, and it was found to be the result of cathode
oxidation, as in contact with air, a thin oxide layer can
be formed at the cathode interface, minimizing
FIG. 7. Solar cell parameters of the different device types measured under ISOS L1 conditions (1 Sun illumination at room temperature).
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interface recombination effects,51,52 which could also
explain the observed effects for the specific cases
mentioned here.
A. D1—degradation
The ISOS-D1 conditions resulted (see Fig. 6) in the
longest lasting degradations, with all but one PCE best
fit displaying a single exponential decay with time
constants given in Table S1 (see the Supplementary
Material). The PCE trends were mainly dictated by the
Jsc, and the single time constant parameter could
indicate one major degradation process affecting the
cells, even though at a very low rate. In this respect, the
edge-ingress of water and moisture through the encap-
sulation system has already been reported as the
principal factor responsible for the performance drop
of cells under similar conditions.53,54 We may specu-
late that for these degradation conditions, intrinsic
differences in the polymer, like molecular weight,
morphology, or solubility limits, are of less importance
with respect to the extrinsic mechanisms (permeable
encapsulation) responsible for the PCE drop. As ISOS-
D1 is the mildest degradation condition experienced by
the cells, we attribute the fast (;500 h) PCE drop of
Type 7 to the defective or insufficient encapsulation
adopted, which proved to be inadequate also under the
other aging conditions.
B. L1—light-soaking indoor
The ISOS-L1 testing was performed indoors, under
constant 1 Sun light-soaking and ambient temperature
and humidity, and due to the heat from the simulated
light, the temperature of the devices was 45 °C. As
expected (see Fig. 7), all the long-term PCE curves show
a pronounced initial drop due to the light-activated burn-
in reactions.24,30,55–57 The efficiency decrease seems
mostly dominated by Jsc, and less by Voc and FF, which
are mainly dropping in the burn-in period and are
otherwise stable.
The photo-oxidation processes taking place in
PCDTBT is governed by combined chain-scission and
cross-linking reactions. The process starts by chain-
FIG. 8. Solar cell parameters of the different device types measured under ISOS L2 conditions (1 Sun illumination at 65 °C).
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scission of the C–N bond between the carbazole group
and the tertiary carbon atom, bearing the alkyl side
chain,55 followed by cross-linking between the carbazole
unit and the fullerene acceptor.56 Based on EPR spec-
troscopy measurements, it has been demonstrated that the
burn-in period is correlated with these cross-linking
reactions and with the formation of defects along the
polymer chain.56 Following the burn-in, the modified
system enters a more stable phase with minimum
degradation over time.
Comparing again Type 5 and Type 6 devices which
possess comparable active layer thicknesses but differ-
ent molecular weights, it seems that Type 6 devices
with a molecular weight of 80 kDa are experiencing
a much weaker burn-in than Type 5 devices with
a molecular weight of 39 kDa. Since radical defects
can be expected to be present mostly on the polymer
chain ends, the larger molecular weight would imply
having less radical defects.41 Thus, one can speculate
that the described chain-scission and cross-linking
processes will be dependent on the molecular
weight of the polymer, and that more pronounced
chain-scission and cross-linking processes will take
place in the lower molecular weight polymer as it has
a higher density of radical defects. That would explain
the small burn-in for Type 6 devices, experiencing
a very slow Jsc decrease over the whole aging period.
As mentioned earlier, the influence from the thick
calcium-based cathode in Type 3 devices could over-
shadow the contribution of the larger molecular weight
donor in this device type.
C. L2—light-soaking indoor @ 65 ˚C
Besides the Voc effect, which was commented on
earlier, it is clear from the ISOS-L2 testing (see Fig. 8)
that under increased heat, the cell degradation further
accelerates compared to the ISOS-L1 tests. Indeed, high
temperature proves to be a detrimental factor for
PCDTBT-based solar cells.13 Interestingly, we see in
the ISOS-L2 stability tests that the long-term stability of
the inverted cells, Type 2, is worse than for some of the
devices with the standard configuration. It is known that
the PCDTBT:PCBM morphology is more stable when
FIG. 9. Photoluminescence images of Type 2 devices (upper row) and Type 4 devices (lower row) of fresh (left column) and aged (right column)
samples. The aging was done under ISOS L2 conditions for 1200 h. The scale bar for PL intensity of the upper two images is exactly the same,
while the scale for the lower two images is very comparable.
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comprising ZnO layers as compared to PEDOT:PSS
layers,58 which cannot explain this observed effect. In
addition, the large molecular weight of the polymer used
in the inverted cells should also lead to the lower radical
defect density and thus improved device stability.41 Also,
employing PC70BM as the acceptor should lead to more
stable cells as compared to PC60BM, which also does not
correlate with the inverted cells investigated in this
study.58 In fact, comparing the inverted device stack
investigated here with a similar one from the literature
possessing high device stability,55 the only difference is
that the HTL used here is PEDOT:PSS instead of MoOx,
therefore we speculate that PEDOT:PSS could be the
main reason for the observed device instabilities seen for
the inverted cell here.52,59
For all devices undergoing this specific ISOS-L2 aging
test, the periodic I–V characterization was complemented
with pre- and post-aging PLI. In most cases, PLI revealed
no luminescence changes due to side ingress of water or
oxygen; thus for the majority of devices investigated
here, only intrinsic degradation processes need to be
considered. As an example, the PLI images for a Type 2
device before and after aging are shown in the upper row
of Fig. 9. Only a slight decrease in the overall intensity
coming from the active layer can be detected. This can be
attributed to the very slight, homogeneous degradation of
the photoactive layer. In contrast to that, Type 4 devices
showed severe side ingress, presumably of water and
oxygen from the ambient air (compare with the lower row
of Fig. 9). Along the edges of the back contact of the
solar cell (six dark stripes), a contrast change can be
detected: the outer, presumably degraded parts appear
darker in between those contacts, while to the center of
the sample luminescence yields a brighter and thus more
intense signal, indicating the nondegraded portion of the
active layer. This finding is in good agreement with the
already reported fast degradation of the Type 4 devices
under L1 and L2 aging conditions and provides an
FIG. 10. Solar cell parameters of the different device types measured under ISOS daylight outdoor weathering.
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explanation for that: photo-oxidation of the active layer
and possibly further degradation processes at charge
extraction layers.
D. Daylight outdoor light-soaking
For the outdoor stability tests, degradation of Jsc
dominates the PCE for all the investigated device types
(Fig. 10). The burn-in period is in all cases followed by
a more linear behavior, and it is on average less than 10 h
long. Comparing the different aging conditions, the
outdoor tests clearly lead to the fastest degradation of
the cells, which suggests that external effects are domi-
nating the degradation process. Therefore, comparing
molecular weights, morphology, and even electrode
interlayers and device configurations may lead to the
wrong conclusions. Here, we point to the device encap-
sulation as one of the key factors for the observed
outdoor stability effects. Thus special care should be
given to the implementation of ultra-low moisture per-
meation encapsulation with effective oxygen and humid-
ity barriers,60–66 as well as to the addition of stabilizing
compounds that may alleviate the rapid degradation
arising from the presence of reactive radical species.67–70
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have shown that multiple effects
should be considered when comparing the device stabil-
ity of PCDTBT-based solar cells. Although the lifetimes
presented here still do not always meet the
stringent industry standards as required for product
commercialization—mostly due to a limited optimization
steps which can be conducted at science laboratories as
compared to the extensive optimization procedures stan-
dardly applied by the industry, this study allowed us to
extract useful correlations between materials, technologi-
cal solutions, degradation protocols, and PV performance
and perform a thorough analysis of such solar cell devices.
First and foremost, a proper device encapsulation—at
times lacking in the devices presented here—appears
mandatory to ensure the potentially high lifetime of the
PCDTBT-based devices. In addition, the vast laboratory
cross-comparison sheds some light on the most suitable
combinations out of the wide variety of available interlayer
materials, to point toward a finer device optimization. The
device architecture and choice of interlayers strongly affect
the long-term device performance, and their impact on the
device stability is strongly correlated with the aging
conditions used. The implemented interlayers should
always be carefully chosen also on the basis of their
stability, as well as the final device application. In general,
a Ca-based electrode proved to contribute to an early
failure of the device, likely due to its instability toward
moisture and water, therefore other top contacts should be
preferred. As well, ZnO-based cells performed better than
those comprising PEDOT:PSS, especially under ISOS-L2
aging protocol. This could provide an indication for
material selection, once certain specific applications for
OPV have been targeted.
On the other hand, despite differences originating
from these factors, which are not directly related to the
active layer materials, some conclusions on the physical
properties of the PCDTBT polymer could also be made.
The molecular weight seems to be a significant factor for
determining both the cell burn-in time and the time of
stabilization (Ts), as the radical defect density is
expected to be inversely proportional to the molecular
weight, and as such found to dictate the trend of the
initial degradation process to a significant extent. An
optimum combination of molecular weight and active
layer thickness appears to exist in terms of achieving the
longest T80 period, regardless of the ISOS degradation
protocol used.
We expect that the observations made in this study on
the physical properties of the materials as well as on the
importance of the choice of optimal interlayer materials
and cell architectures will contribute to the enhancement
of the stabilities of organic solar devices developed in the
future, both those employing the materials tested in the
study, but also applied to those comprising novel
materials and employing innovative fabrication methods,
such as for example NFAs and more stable encapsulation
formulations similar to those currently used for the
commercialized OLED devices.
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